DIVINE LOVE:
Wisdom’s view of when two become one in the breath of life.
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Divine love, as intended for us all is as likened to life itself, breathed into our beings slowly over time.
As we breathe in deeply the breath of life, we are inevitably renewed as we inherently seek out and
share in this wholeness of self.
Transforming love, conforming to grace, and nurtured in selflessness through humility, virtuously and
effortlessly sees past worldly faults in the enlightenment that divine love innately shares.
In abiding to Grace’s refinement, we unwaveringly continue to rise above as we journey together
within a God sized view of how to love each other past our faults as we self-examine our humanity in
humility.
Divine love, communal in faith, as likened to faith, cannot be seen or touched but is as undeniably real
to those who partake in the graces it bestows and entrusts as the reach it holds true on the hearts it
transforms.
When we commit ourselves freely, and unconditionally to the wholeness of divine love, our covenant
vows take on greater meaning.
Time revealed truths now being told through a love story living on and being handed on in love,
through love shares and fortifies within our union divine love’s gifts.
Now in the selflessness of our oneness, we become the vessels for the breath of life ourselves as we
willfully take our rightful place in the sanctity of the family’s trinity of mother, father and child.
Cascading virtues of our oneness discerned over time, instilled deep within our well formed wills, now
fortifies us past our physical attraction as we continue to breathe in and move forward effortlessly
throughout our journey in our inseparable wholeness.
Fulfillment of self, found in a peaceful resolve, is very much a part of divine love’s indulgences, just as
in the gifts of our bodies, our individual gifts granted are by design favored blessings uniquely
imparted for each of us to perfectly complete the other in the fullness of our unity.
Divine love is extremely rare and like the pearl of great price, worthy of seeking out and working
toward a state of being where outside influences cannot penetrate the virtuous oneness of its
undeniable living and breathing existence.
Truth sown deeply into the will, through graces revealed by the author of its story, for the breath of life
is love itself. Oneness and wholeness of unity of head and heart, hand in hand. It is a realm of its own,
much more than the sentimentality of mere feelings. Love, like life itself, starts in our hearts.
We are all meant to share, in one form or another, in divine love’s unparalleled providence. Divine
love can only be found in the discernment of a deeply owned faith, sustained in self-examination of a
virtuously exercised will. The heart that shares in divine love is always peacefully fulfilled.

